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December 29, 2011

New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
Debra Howland, Executive Director
21 South Fruit Street, Suite 10
Concord, NH 03301-2429

REF: DOCKET NUMBER DM 11-275 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION AND REVISION TO
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS A NATURAL GAS AGGREGATOR

Dear Ms. Howland,

With respect to certain deficiencies in my initial application for registration as a natural gas
aggregator under the registered name of US Energy Management Services in the State of New
Hampshire, per Docket #: DM 11-275, this letter supplements my application to complete the
information required for such registration, according to Puc 3000, Code of Competitive Rules.

Firstly, I wish to provide further clarification to my Request for Waiver, per Puc 3003.04 (a), where
I had learned that I had to be registered to sell natural gas in New Hampshire only when I was
asked by Hess Energy to forward a copy of my registration, prior to this application, where I had
inadvertently sold gas in New Hampshire on a very limited basis to 2 small hotel accounts (as
outlined in my original Request for Waiver), since 2008, with the customer being located in
Pittsburgh, PA, and where I do not sell gas directly in New Hampshire. These 2 accounts use
both natural gas and electricity where, in 2008, I had initially become registered in New
Hampshire to sell electricity (with a renewal in 2010, Ref; Docket #: DM10-I 87), per Rule Puc
2000, but where I had been unaware of the need to also become registered to sell natural gas. I
had included a copy of my electric renewal registration letter for electricity in my original
application.

Secondly, in item #6 (A list of CNGSs in New Hampshire through which the applicant intends to
provide service) in my original application, where I had referenced Hess Energy only, my intent
was not to be limited solely to Hess (where Hess is the only CNGS with which I have done
business in New Hampshire for both natural gas and electricity), as a revision to my original filing
I wish to add the following CNGSs to this list: Metromedia Energy, Santa Buckley Energy, and
Sprague Operating Resources. I may wish to add to this list later when, at that time, I would notify
you of any addition. See attached revised application.

I hope this completes information requirements for my application where I may anticipate an
approval accordingly.

Truly Yours,
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John Orr
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